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Transcript - Upcoming projects and read book “Contagious. As a 

studio, how to be more proactive to trigger word of mouth 
strategies 

 
Chantelle: Hello, lovely ones. And welcome back to Trish, welcome home. 
 
Participant: Hello. 
 
Chantelle: Did you have a wonderful time? 
 
Participant: I did.  
 
Chantelle: Yeah, I know you’re– I can hear you. You looked like you just had the most beautiful, 
beautiful trip. 
 
Participant: Thanks. 
 
Chantelle: Happiness, happiness, happiness. Well, and Kathleen you’re hear too. It’s so good to see 
you. I saw– I had the pleasure of spending the last two days with Kathleen at the Kindermusik Australia 
Conference which was just so beautiful. And it’s a big day today for us all as we start next week the SEP 
so it’s lovely that we have this chance now to talk together about what project is going to be next in line. 
What is your intention and the purpose of what we’re going to be doing? This might be a lovely thing for 
us to consider. 
 
And then the other thing I’d like to share with you today is I read this fantastic book. Oh my goodness! I 
loved it. So I’d like to kind of walk you through my learning. So this is called Contagious by Jonah 
Berger. And it literally is about what makes things sharable. And what triggers people to talk about a 
particular product or service. And what I loved about this book was that it so made it very, very clear to 
me from a studio perspective how we can take more proactive action really to be able to trigger word of 
mouth. So how can we embed within our strategy some things that help people to go “Oh! dada dada 
da” so that they kind of actively. So this has got– it’s got so many great stories about different products 
and brands and how they have achieved this. But I’ll just kind of put together a little quick– I’m just going 
to share this to you. 
 
So Contagious: Why Things Catch On. Now, he has brought this down into one particular model which 
he calls STEPPS with two Ps. And so, I’ll just kind of walk you through this here because I took a few 
little notes that I wanted to really trigger you in your conversation about how we can do these things. 
 
The first one in his whole model is social currency. People care about how they look to others. They 
want to seem smart, cool and in the norm. So be sure to find the inner remarkability so that people like 
feel like insiders. So to give you some examples about this here. When we’re thinking about how your 
families are engaging with you on social media. How can we find something that they’re going to go, 
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“Oh! This is so unique. This is so different than anything I’ve been a part of in the past.”  So he shares 
the story about promoting a blender. And you may have heard this story about you know there are the 
blenders with a blend like chunks of wood and golf balls and marbles. And the whole thing about that 
was finding what was quite different about how you could use a blender that people would find 
interesting. 
 
So this book, what they did in the social currency section is that they actually reviewed the entire New 
York Times and you know it kind of when you see an article on the newspaper you have the option to 
email it and share it. They looked at all the data of all of the sharing of all the articles over X amount of 
time period in New York Times. And they analyzed them for what makes people share things. Like what 
actually makes things sharable and makes people want to kind of talk about it. And a lot of this came 
back to this feeling like what they call awe, A-W-E, awe. How to kind of bring the awe in what you do? 
 
So what I wanted to kind of ask you is, when we’re thinking about how to share this, what he calls this 
inner remarkability, this awe factor. What for your guys do you find when people are talking about you, 
what is what they find really special? What’s the notable element of your studio that people connect 
with? So, I’d just like you to kind of type in a few little things that popped into your mind now. What do 
people find remarkable when your particular service in your studio that people go, “Ah! That’s it.” It gives 
them a talking point. What’s the social currency? What makes them start prompting them to talk about 
the studio? So let’s kind of have a little think about that to begin with and then we’ll do the second part of 
this question. 
 
 
Because what I’m interested in is how we can construct social currency. Often there is something 
remarkable about what you’re doing but we just maybe promoting it to the nth degree. So for example 
with me for Born to Perform it was when really focused on giving kids confidence, my 100% money back 
guarantee was based around that. I mean like giving kids confidence is something that each of you do 
every single day of your life. It’s what you do but choosing to give them some currency, some kind of 
talking point is the essence that we’re looking for here for your particular studio. 
 
 
Rebecca: For me, people talk about how calm we are. Their past experiences with productions or show 
is chaos and stress. But they say we seem like we are in a meditative state during production time. So 
for you the remarkable thing is come to performance and not be stressed. So how can we incorporate 
more of that messaging into how we’re educating our current families to talk about it? Beautiful. Great. 
Great suggestion, Beck. 
 
Dianne One of my students spoke to me about this on Saturday. He attended six weeks of adult ballet 
classes with a competitor but said the classes were just delivered with no correction or interest in the 
individual students. He came back because he said that our studio was very adult, it is really taught not 
just shown like our steps in marketing where you were taught not just shown. That’s beautiful. The 
second part of this social currency concept, and so there’s still a few more if you’re writing because I 
think this is worth just thinking about what is the inner remarkability about what you do. 
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Chantelle: The perfect balance of giving children’s classes then involved amazing imagery, amazing 
imagery and education for dance in the way that straightforward and simple for their first use of dancing. 
You’ve been away since 1:30 probably longer, Trish. You are good for being here, thank you. So it really 
is kind of drawing out how can look at what you’re doing in s different light. So with this inner 
remarkability he took a blender but he found that by doing this, this is actually what was the sharable 
factor.  
 
The second part of the social currency section is about making people feel like insider. So he gives an 
example of I think it was like a hotdog restaurant. And you’re going to this hotdog kind of little place in 
New York. But in the hotdog space there’s is kind of like nondescript telephone booth inside. And you 
have to go in, you have to dial 2 and then someone answers and then you get a booking like the most 
exclusive bar in New York City it’s called Place Don’t Tell. They actual name of the bar is Place Don’t 
Tell. And so, the whole concept of just being coercing the level of word-of-mouth, people talk about it 
because they feel like oh, I’m special. 
 
So how can we almost get people to feel like they’re part of something really that tribe mentality is what 
we’re cultivating here in the Studio. How can we make people really feel like they are the identity of our 
studio? Or they are really part of little ballerinas? How can we even take that to the degree where they 
kind of feel ownership or they’re speaking about what you do? That’s something I get– oh again, it’s 
really interesting. And sometimes this comes with branding and so on but sometimes not. 
 
We were at KinderMusik Conference yesterday and one of the suggestions that came up was that one of 
the ladies were showing about her son. And her son went to this soccer trial day. And he arrived just for 
this kind of trial day and when he arrived they were giving him things– they gave him like a super soccer 
cap. And then they gave him a super soccer cape. So he was like you know kind of cape like a super 
hero cape because he was a super soccer star. And so she went through a trial and they gave– and 
then he’s like, he said, he goes, well, “oh. I better enroll then.”  And it was like done, just done. 
 
So the currency that she was giving them was kind of that that level of well, I’m part of it. I’ve got the 
cape now, I’m off and running. So how can we cultivate this feeling of when they had this first interaction 
with you, we’ve talked so much about exceeding expectations. How could we? How can we to a greater 
degree make them feel so part of an inside movement from the moment they had their first interaction 
with you. That’s interesting huh! Isn’t that a cool idea with the super cape? Brilliant! 
 
This next one, Triggers. So he spoke to me personally Studio Expansion and so we can talk about how 
this would speak to you guys. I want go to share with you my insight. So Triggers. Top of mind means tip 
of the tongue. Consider the context and grow your habit up so that people are frequently triggered to 
think about your product or idea. So how– when I read this chapter, I was like oh my goodness, like 
when do you want people to think about your classes? 
 
So Dianne, for you, like do we want to link people to let’s say at the beginning of the year when they’re 
wanting to setting their goals and use intention like, can we link Elance and the adult classes to them? 
How can we do that stronger in your marketing? For me, like watching all the success can help you 
know we’ve kind of seen like oh, everyone doing the visual trackers like that was organic like I didn’t 
even design that, the  people just took it on with them that I want people to associate Studio Expansion 
with the idea of signing up new students. 
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Like if I can link that subconsciously in their brain and so we’re going to get design you know beautiful 
visual trackers that will then just put them into the group for any things like that. But what is– how can we 
trigger the thought of them coming to you? So like even thinking about like maybe for Beck, like how 
could we link– what would be the thing that you would– people would think of before they would think of 
you. 
 
So I want you to just think of that for each of you right now. What to think of people think of before they 
think of each of your studios? Because once we know that. Elke, I think it comes from the personal 
connections, simple but powerful things like greeting the parents and children by name, the human feel 
very welcome and special beginning and after every class. Yeah, absolutely. 
 
So let’s think what do people think of before they think of your classes? And what would we want to link 
ourselves to? They gave us an example in the book about Kit Kat. So Kit Kat, the chocolate bar sales 
were down and that’s when they decided to link Kit Kat with having an afternoon coffee and that they will 
take a break to have a break have a Kit Kat. They linked coffee with Kit Kat so when people go have 
their coffee, they’ll think oh, I’ll have a Kit Kat as well. So it was power of association by the trigger. So 
when I have the coffee, I think oh, we’ll have Kit Kat as well. 
 
So how can we link, what can we link your classes to? Bec, for me it’s probably parents thinking my child 
sings and dances in front of a mirror all day so they should be on the stage. Yeah, very cool. Dianne, it’s 
that they’re own identity, if I can bring them to a place where they see themselves as a dancer despite all 
the preconceived notion is then I’ve got them, how to link to identity? 
 
So also we have to think about OK, so the picture in their head is then looking elegant in a ballet attire, 
actually dancing. So we need to come to think like how can we link it to that? I think it might be even 
more simple than that potentially. How to link to their identity? I kind of want almost like a daily trigger 
kind of connect it with. Because like what Beck is saying that when they see their child sing and dancing 
in front of a mirror, if we incorporate that into the core of your marketing Beck, we can really start to 
when the parent sees that’s like, “Oh, well, this is a place to send them to.” 
 
So for you Dianne, when someone feels like what– there must me a kind of a second steps to the 
identity, a place where they see themselves as a dancer. What do they need to see themselves first? So 
what’s the trigger for them to want to be a dancer? So I’ll be curious about this. Pauline, I found that the 
Dad is always glad to be spoken to and not just left to sit. They then recommend us. So again, the 
connection, the community backed up definitely. 
 
Top of mind meets tip of tongue. So we need to think about like again, this comes back to what again we 
did in module 2, we then take care of the SEPs like knowing that dream student avatar what in their daily 
life, prompts them to think about taking classes. Is it someone talking about it? Is it is someone you know 
kind of seeing a photo on Facebook? What actually triggers people to want to come here? Parents want 
their child to learn to play an instrument and so like to give them an early start. So it’s a time based for 
you Kathleen like I wonder like I said, I think for you a lot of it would be like a whole starting school and 
wanting to give them that the foundation before they get there because of the academic benefits of 
learning music. That could be something we could definitely play with. 
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Pauline, maybe mine is that I feel that they want to know that all kids will be accepted and all the joy they 
will get from dancing. So how can we trigger that to a daily thing like, think about the Kit Kat coffee. 
When you go to have to coffee, you think about having a Kit Kat. For me, it’s when they sign in– what I 
wanted to link, what I want to trigger for Studio Expansion is that when someone gets an inquiry email, 
when someone gets and inquiry phone call, I want them to think about us and I want them to circle in 
their next student’s tracker. I want them to link my brand to something they do in their daily life. How can 
we link something back to their daily life for you guys? What is the catalyst that would make them think 
of you? 
 
It’s a big question. But I think if we– this really is the foundation to so much of the word-of-mouth. 
Interesting huh? Elke said Dianne it’s like an inner life for alter egos, the ordinary person at home likes 
ballet class the Elance dancer. So maybe it is that what to look forward from what Elke was saying 
Dianne you know it’s the person sitting at the desk daydreaming and then coming home to the kind or 
normality in their life and looking for more that elegance which comes. So maybe we could kind of link it 
to that, that sense of escalating them a day which we’ve talked about before. 
 
Kathleen, kids start moving when they hear music or dancing to Hi-5 or Wiggles it’s time for the music 
class yeah. Yeah, exactly. So a student saying that she was– if you guys still standing with a photocopy 
at work standing straighter and taller. Beautiful so we need to link it to their– linked to their normal life 
and how that reinforces the ballet. We can actually also think it is not from a word-of-mouth perspective 
but a retention perspective how that kind of reinforcement of the triggering of why the value and why I’m 
doing what I’m doing. 
 
So the next one is Emotion. When people kind of feel emotional about something, that’s when they start 
to talk. And so for me with Born to Perform when they came to the performances, I’d kind of crafted the 
inner though the experience so all just such in a high and that’s when they got them to re-enroll in the 
actual performances because their notion about what they just seen they child do on stage I knew I 
needed to capture in that moment. 
 
And then the book it talks about you know that Susan Boyle UK’s Got Talent or whatever show– X-
Factor whatever she was on. Like what made people share it was like this kind of unremarkable looking 
woman then stand out and she just sounds incredible. And so it’s kind of thinking about how can we 
bring more emotive story telling which is the lighter one into your messaging. 
 
So what would really capture people’s and whether it’s kind of positive or negative so the first example 
they gave was you United breaks guitar and that was about an airline who were found to be breaking a 
band’s guitar when they were kind of like just tossing them into the plane. And there was this huge social 
media movement against it because they were like that’s wrong and that’s angry like how could we do 
that? So, it’s really kind of playing with the emotive side. 
 
What do you find more is that sense of pride potentially for your guys? And that kind of that so the 
parents like Elke we’ve talked a lot about this for you that whole since back then idea about the 
childhood that whole beautiful construct and I’m like as a parent I’m giving them the child, the memories 
that I want them to have. That could be more play more of that emotional side that we can communicate. 
And how can we then prompt them to talk about it? Got some… 
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When people fell emotional like if we were to chart the word-of-mouth enrolments over the year when do 
you find that you get most word-of-mouth enrolments? Let’s just play with that for a second. When do 
you find you get the most uptakes of people sharing about what you do? Can you put a timeline on it? Is 
it after a particular event? Is there a particular month of the year? 
 
Beck, for you, it’s definitely straight after the productions. Yeah, because their emotion is the highest. 
Which is always so interesting so it’s kind of how can we maximize that, how can we bring more emotion 
into the experience so that people compel to want to talk about. How can we give them that to talk 
about? For Jada, first is January, I think the post New Year’s Eve wanting– a feeling of wanting to get 
into something new. Definitely. 
 
 
The next one is the public factor. So, the sharing. I know some of you in the script are quite against 
branding of children which I completely respect and understand. So the concept of the public is the 
external demonstration that I’m part of something. So it gives the example, remember that last 
Armstrong who you know despicable man but nonetheless like he’s– yellow bands they sold millions of 
them for charity, millions and millions and millions. And it was that kind of public thing of like, oh, I’m 
cool. I’m in the Livestrong movement. And that was what so contagious. It was so– and people so I know 
just completely took off. 
 
For some of you I know like for Noni in particular, you’re very, very good at this with your branding with 
the rocket uniforms. Like that’s where you completely excel because that’s your– you’re known in the 
community. People see your uniforms and like hah! It’s rocket, the promote themselves. So it’s like kind 
of thinking about how to bring the public at demonstration area, a kid, Nonie, yeah kids get stuck on the 
street completely. So you’ve got this kind of public contagiousness where people take notice and they 
kind of go, “Oh, what’s that?”  It prompts the word-of-mouth. So the public factor here is really interesting 
to think about how visually you could communicate what this is all– what you’re all about. 
 
 
The next one is the practical value. Now this is just kind of the coming back to the whole sharing thing. 
And like what do parents love? What are looking for their kids? Or what are people looking for, for 
themselves? So you know I think for a long Elance and for Rio Rhythmics in particular, you guys you 
know doing the videos that you’ve done just makes it so practical and so like when they’re talking about 
your programs you know they come to the class but then oh you also get these videos to practice along 
with at home. Like you’ve really up the level of practicality in your classes so you give people another 
thing to say, another reason why they are so valuable to experience having at your place. That’s you 
know such a wonderful thing that you started to create. 
 
So for you guys it’s all about how we kind of– how can we help to with that educational element? 
Continue to educate them in a way that makes them feel like, wow! I’m getting so much value. And so 
when they’re talking about your programs, it kind of like, you’re giving them currency to be able to spill. 
Like if you were to write what you would want them to say to stack the value, oh yeah, I go to Rio 
Rhythmic and I love it– I can go to the social classes and I love that I get videos and I can go home and 
watch them when I get after class. 
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And I love that you know once a month we have been– I got some wine and some cheese and nibbles 
kind of together as a social thing. You know so if you were to kind of draw around what the practical 
value that they elicit, what is it and how could we kind of give them stronger, more compelling aspects of 
value that are going to make it so much easier for them to share. Interesting huh? 
 
So let’s– I just had to pause that so that I can for you guys what would you foresee that the really 
compelling three things of like huge practical value that your people say in your program? I want you just 
to write them for me now. Three reasons, where is the practical value in your studio? 
 
Jada, it’s strictly with adults. Finding something that they would be happy to wear publicly and not just for 
the class. I think for that in terms my answer to that is to kind of go something like going back to number 
one the social currency, I know that you underline them about making people feel like insiders. 
Remember when that whole Madonna thing happened with the Kabbalah, Kabbalah? Kabbalah? 
Kabbalah? I don’t know and that little red thread. It was like you were the– I think you guys talked about 
this the little but it could be that kind of like very subtle but I’m an insider. I’m a rare and just having that 
little tiny or may it’s a key chain or something like that but that it’s like they’re only given to people when 
you’re at the studio of the X amount of time. You have to and it’s quite– it could almost be quite a little 
cool that little thing just really thinking about like it could be subtle and more subtle than that and people 
would just, the people would notice, oh, that’s an interesting bracelet. What’s that for? It could be– that 
can be something to play with. 
 
Pauline, the caring. Everyone gets the practice CD, the grooming awards. Beautiful. So I want you to 
even go one more for me Pauline because the caring is kind of that’s almost given. I want you to have 
something even though a little bit more tangible as we can. Because I’ve been wishing that’s perfect. 
 
Interesting Dianne, we’re going to do a two-week trial, the video, I can remember in October and see if 
we can take the video element further. Excellent! That will be really interesting. To give you an example 
back to Born to Perform of how I was doing this. It was literally like the free extended day care. We have 
the Tuesday surprise days which were always like hugely, huge lye value and kind of like wow factor. 
We had the money back guarantee. Like I could give kind of three reasons why this is the one to choose. 
I want you to get really good at doing this. 
 
So we’re kind of really drilling out for people what they love. Noni, we’re building other members on this 
section of our website with access to a variety of videos to keep practicing at home. Fabulous! We love, 
they love that. They love that. 
 
And then the final one is the stories. So this is the really, it’s the construct of how to demonstrate the 
transformation that you provide in a way that people go, “Ohh, that sounds beautiful.”  So for example 
like Jared from Subway who we don’t really want to talk about now because we’ve found that bad things 
about him didn’t we? But like he was whole thing where he lost I don’t know 100 kilos or whatever like 
that through just eating Subways. I could– it’s got the kind of the social currency of the interesting thing 
but then also the really in a case of a transformation. 
 
So thinking about who is the student? What is the story that best represents what you’re all about? For 
me, for Born to Perform, it was I had a girl called Sophia. And Sophia started with me in year 1 and she 
was so shy and her mom liked her so but she loved to sing but she was just so super quiet and then she 
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came to every Born to Perform. And when she was Year 6, she ended up being school captain. I think 
she was vice school captain. But this was a girl who was like a complete wall flower. And I remember 
with her it was like that was the essence of what we did. That she went on to kind of do singing and choir 
and you know she really just completely blossomed through the consistency of the boosting of her 
confidence, the strategy that we did at the Born to Perform camps. So you know it’s things like that like 
how for you is the ultimate story if what you do. And how can we bring that into your marketing. People 
love stories. 
 
 
So the reason that I love this book so much was it really just got me thinking about much of this is things 
that don’t cost any money. But if we were to design within our experience a few more little key factors 
that really helped to– we would think about how we could get people talking and get people sharing, 
conversations starters almost, how we could organically go at the studio in the most beautiful way. I 
mean like we all know that we love referrals. Like that’s just such a dream. 
 
So how can we, like you know giving people, making them feel like wow, that’s really interesting how you 
do that. For me, it was like how do kids put on a complete show in five days parents found that 
ridiculous. They– you could play that with that as well. My parents were blown away of the production we 
put on in five days. And so that was a huge remarkability factor. Making them feel like insiders like for 
Jada where it’s kind of like this secret call. But maybe not Evan and Rio gets the bracelet, maybe they 
got to do a few kind of criteria. They got to meet a few criteria to be able to get that. 
 
The triggers is thinking about you know if we could make maybe think about for those office workers 
Dianne who were kind of spending their life with a photocopier and feeling slumped and feeling down 
and feeling you know very dull. How we could link, not necessarily a photocopier but how could we link 
that the sense of their mundane with the sense of the potential of elegance to Elance and how that 
transforms them. How can we bring more emotion into what we do? Nonie, you’d be so wonderful this is 
well like you know that emotional element of just you know watching them completely boss someone. 
When you have the events capturing the level of enrolment based on the emotional time here. 
 
The public element, how to rally get people talking about you in public and maybe even showcasing 
what you do. And maybe Elke maybe it’s kind of this is about some sort of little branding or something 
like that or something that they wear or something they do that always you put your little blue tutus that 
always, that we could maybe bring in to that element to help reinforce it as a conversation starter. 
 
Practical value, and even Kathleen for you, you know thinking about how we bring in the element of 
teaching the young mothers how to engage with their child. How to connect with them and so whether 
we could kind of start you know doing the little videos or things like that that really just make it as a 
sharable piece of information that is just so simple. That people would just go, oh well. And the story is 
like really communicating the transformation with our marketing which is the essence of storytelling. 
 
So that is the sum up of Contagious. I really enjoyed the book. I really encourage you to grab it because 
the amount of stories that he tells just really paint the picture about like wow, what is possible. And you 
know where again we just get to bring our creativity back because there’s so much about creating this 
replicable formula that that is designed with the architecture things that are remarkable that people want 
to communicate, people want to share. And that’s– that for me is very the essence of the fantastic way to 
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do it. It’s almost a self populating studio because you’ve got it to the stage where people want to come 
because of what they’ve heard as a result of. So by the time you get them on the phone or on email it’s 
just to get them over the line. 
 
Yeah, Nonie, we wave it into our productions. Parents talk about bringing tissues to the concerts. So I 
just to kind of now I kind of give you this overview. What are some ideas have of how you could make 
your studio more contagious? What’s been kind of the big like all you’ve had just thinking about this 
sense of how to kind of build the contagious factor? What’s the one practical thing you could start to do 
to improve this? 
 
The one practical thing that you can do to make your studio more contagious for spreading that beautiful 
message about your studio. There’s so much you could play with this with social media for these types 
of things as well. Bec, I definitely need to work on the [end of term, open class to have it matched the 
wow about other productions not in terms of scale but in terms of parents and kids feeling wonderful 
about it. So it has more of meaningful and emotional factor. 
 
And then I guess the public as well. This is where we again see so many wonderful things about the 
sharing I mean I’m sure you’re been seeing you know the Australians by watching things what are 
happening in the States like all those like first day of class kind of frames the people are putting out and 
then sharing on social media. I mean those are just wonderful ways of just really giving public 
demonstrations about what we do. 
 
Jada, this is something we’ve been thinking a lot about. I feel we do a lot and is improving however we’re 
not quite there yet. I almost feel like it ha something to do with telling more students stories to our current 
students so that they are talking more about each other stories. Yeah, it’s that culture of celebration, the 
culture of reinforcing each other. Definitely. And just to kind of link it back to the Studio Expansion for s 
second if you look at like this mix and take at the SEP and even today like how people like to back over 
their notes of they last simple project and how they may have achieved it. It does help to reinforce why 
they’re staying and why they are here in the community. 
 
And if you can encourage that, that’s what it’s like what they’ve gained from your lessons. Maybe it’s that 
my little daughter could not like her first class she came me at Tutu Studios, she actually she couldn’t 
step out from behind my knees. I kind of have to struggle to get her through the door. And now she 
bounced through the class smile on, happy face loving everything that she does. You know just really 
you know really tell the stories. 
 
Kathleen, for you, especially with the kind musical element to that seeing how the children had flourished 
and then kind of gone on to school and seeing the relationship with that develops through music. And so 
a lot of you can do this. Trish, tell them old stories because it’s what we really are all about especially 
being leaders and focusing on working about identifying our trigger. And now thinking possibly a little 
charm for a charm bracelet they will see with you ho ho ho ho ho. Elke, we do this for some students for 
the charm bracelet. They love it. What a beautiful, beautiful thing. That would be so sweet. 
 
Nonie, we are moving into a wave of positivity in teaching our community how to get along. We’re going 
in the opposite direction of our competitive studios, adding values around how we go as people. One 
family raises about a child from another studio came to the house recently and in the studio they’re 
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taught to brag and the mother of my student said OK, you know she goes to this studio and we’ll talk 
about it. I would tell her to go to rocket. It makes me feel good, you go there I’m proud to go there. This 
is great evidence of teaching our kids stand up for themselves and be kind. 
 
Yeah, I love that whole concept about teaching your families what you stand for and what you don’t 
stand for. This morning I had a call with you SEP ambassadors and you know how in the other groups 
the studio owners you see a lot of posts about like complaining about parents and about you know 
parents like this parents going to Disneyland but they haven’t paid the bill and all complaining about just 
negativity or kind of like you know tights and those kind to tights and costume rants which just go on. 
 
So I’m about to do a video that kind of teaches that SEP’s what not to post and why and how to kind of I 
want them to know what we stand for and have very clear on the standing about what makes us different 
and help them to know the guidelines. So even for you Nonie, it’s kind of like really articulating with a 
strong voice back to the current families why you’re different. 
 
Trish, for you it might be something along the lines of like why we don’t do huge giant productions 
because why this is best for your child. And Dianne, for you, it’s some things like you know why it’s not– 
why there are Sunday classes out there that literally were kind of just put you in a room, there’s 30 kids 
and no one knows your name, 30 adults and no one knows your name and no one cares that you’re 
doing this correctly or not like really getting in that voice in that messaging how you’re different, super 
interesting. 
 
Kathleen, I need a way to connect to my families when I don’t have a physical studio where I can display 
stuff for families to hangout before and after lessons so they fell like they’re part of a tribe. Yeah, it’s 
interesting so I’m going to call all the people here in this group who don’t have physical studios like Elke 
and Trish, that’s all I can think of at the moment. But so the way that you can kind of get around it is 
cultivating the experience when they come into the space. Like having a tables covered, they table 
covered with the branding and things like it’s very clearly arranged so that when they come into the 
space regardless if it’s not yours, it feels like yours, it feels like your space. So that’s kind of something 
to– regardless if you don’t have that physical studio space, you can still cultivate that sense of the 
experience. 
 
Jada, another thing I think we need to do is more publicly clear on our values. Not just throughout the 
classes, bring them up around the studio, add them to our website et cetera so that our students can talk 
about them and help spread them. Yeah. Completely, I love that idea, Jada. They’re visual progression. 
This is actually something we’re talking about yesterday at the Kindermusik Conference is actually 
having a visual progression of how they graduate through the stages and how that links back to the 
values they experience. So almost having like a flow chart, a visual flow chart but not a flow chart. 
 
But you know what I’m going to say kind of saying from when they start and then it’s more retention 
perspective. It’s always kind leading into the next stage, the next step of what’s ahead. Growing up my 
Mom and Dad like on the way up on the stairwell and there’s a photo of my brother and I every year for 
two years like you know kind of one of me, one of him and then more of us together every two years 
that’s like this whole graduation progression of how we grew up. And that was very embarrassing but 
you know it really did reinforce like this is the continuum so how could we visually demonstrate the 
continue– can continue of your classes with photos and language. 
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Beautiful. So that whole concept of how to teach them what to say about what you want them to say and 
how can we teach them what to say about who you are. Another thing if you remember the wonderful 
Megan. So like linking that back to the whole thing about giving them super cape, the soccer program. 
So Megan when she received an inquiry, she sends them in the post before they come to their first 
class. She sends them a tutu. So even before they have stepped forth into the classroom so Kathleen 
this is for you, before they even steps four into your space, they are already at home. They’re putting on 
their little princess ballerina tutu feeling that they’re already part of the tribe. 
 
I read another example about this recently where you know at the Kindermusik, they’ve got the little the 
baby onesies, baby onesies and get them printed with the little kind of logo on them. But instead of just 
giving one, gives two. And gift wrap the second one and say, “This is for a little friend of yours if you 
have another little girlfriend of yours who’s having a baby, And so that whole concept where I’m like 
leveraging their connections. So if you were like, OK, well, you have someone come to one of your 
classes, how could we give them something that would be a fantastic invitation to someone to bring 
someone with them? 
 
Well, dear Pauline I hope that he’s OK. Dianne, I’m having some roll up made for both studios. I stole 
this idea of my t-shirt I saw online. It’s that “Some people wait their whole lives to meet their favourite 
dancers. We teach ours.”  That’s so beautiful. That’s so beautiful. One thing I went to a Studio when I 
wait– we did this we actually got a whole wall mural made. So we blew up one photo to be that covering 
a whole wall and it was a photo of their community. It was like a, it was like– looks so simple. And so we 
have this huge photo it was like four meters wide of a whole community and it was such a compelling 
visual feeling like you know the whole thing was family. It was all about where their family. So they had 
this wall of family which is beautiful. 
 
Dianne, that would be stunning and then to have an overlay with text. Beautiful. So that’s kind of where I 
wanted to start this training. Was that valuable? Was the kind of the big things you took away fro that? 
What was the contagious factor that you’re considering? And I’d also like to open up now Q and A we’ve 
got another kind of 15 minutes or so where I can really just, if you got anything burning in your mind right 
now, what is– how can I serve you? How can I help you? And maybe let’s kind of try stay on this kind 
generating word of mouth. Awesome, Jada. 
 
For me, the trigger thing was so huge. I was like, Oh my gosh, how can I get people linking what we do 
to their life? Ohh, interesting stuff, such a good book. Dianne, that I need to connect the Elance 
experience into the daily lives of students. Yes. And Trish, yeah, the triggers spoke to you. Definitely. I 
think for the studio is as well like the emotional factor is really beautiful. I think I shared it into the group. 
Oh Jada, I have to make sure you see it because I was thinking about that the entire time I watched this. 
 
It was this studio, this Latin Studio. I’mgoing to see if I can find it again. It was a Latin studio and they 
come like a buzz spot kind of documentary on them about how they were not doing– there was like 
talking about boys, it wasn’t just we’re not just teaching them kind of violence we’re teaching them 
emotional maturity for boys. And they’re so elevated their whole message and this is have like millions of 
views, this particular video about this one studio run by this man who had a vision for his community for 
boys. You know that type of thing is sharable. It’s so sharable. I think I put it in the SEP group so have a 
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look for that again. But that’s– let me see if I can… because I think that I’ll share it back into the Studio 
Squared group because that is everything that we’re kind of talking about here. 
 
I mean for each of you like I could so imagine for you Dianne like doing like a kind of documentary on 
that like how someone’s life had been completely transformed. Nonie as well for you I mean that would 
be incredible. So it’s really kind of finding where are the stories and how can we promote them. It’s really 
interesting the book as well. It went into look, analyzing things like scientific articles are shared a lot like 
educational articles were shared more than kind of sentimental articles interestingly because people 
want to see I guess this whole thing that people want to see smart calling and then no. So it’s how could 
we kind of we share what you do like your intellectual property which you know. But how can we, what 
are the really interesting things that you have that you teach that we could actually promote in some 
ways. 
 
As a video blog. Yeah, I’m thinking video blog, Beck. Definitely a video blog. Like even the behind the 
scenes of how you put on your productions. Wouldn’t that be cool? How to kind of– how to get 100 
children to put on one show in five days, to put on a show in five days. That would be an interesting blog 
video title. I’d watch that. 
 
Jada, we’re trying to our website, we’re updating our homepages in the interim before fully redoing our 
website by early mid next year.  I would love you to take a look at that with you and we can share. My 
question to that Jada and I’m going to bring you on is why we’re doing double work? Hello, lovely how 
are you? 
 
Participant: Hello. Good. How are you? 
 
Chantelle: I’m good. So walk me through the reasoning behind revamping the homepage and not just 
kind of stepping form into the website. But I know you’re having a baby so that obviously is a factor. But 
go ahead. 
 
Participant: Just I guess because it has been a long time since it has been updated and it’s not really 
matching. We’ve kind of changed our land kind of landing startup pages which is where we direct a lot of 
ads to. 
 
Chantelle: Mm-hmm. 
 
Participant: But the homepage is really not reflecting in the same kind of fresh way as those. So, we 
were just looking at putting that done in the interim because we’ve gone through and have a look at our 
top most visited pages. 
 
Chantelle: Yeah. 
 
Participant: And clearly, homepage is one of the biggest three Google searches. But it’s going to take a 
little but of time to find the right person to work on it and do the full mock up of how we’d like to change 
the website. So we were looking at just getting something a little bit more quickly done on our top visited 
pages to kind of get us through the next six months to… 
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Chantelle: To get it done. Yes, to work on the January and take time which is the biggest thing for you. 
 
Participant: Yeah. So, I brought yeah, because it’s– the homepage at the moment is really old so I 
have– Kathy did the mock up kind of keep a visual of what we’re looking at doing. But wanting to try and 
tell that story a little bit more and creating things for people to talk about and more emotion I guess 
through the main pages that people visit like our homepage, our timetable page. Because we went 
through the homepage also. 
 
Chantelle: Yeah. I just. I just– are you thinking about kind of changing the format within this current 
website. Because I know that the coding based on the program you had is kind of quite, it’s quite hard 
coded. So it’s not easy kind of visual editor is it? 
 
Participant: No. We have to get our web developer to do it. But I feel like for us to you know we can 
kind of either start at the very beginning and map out our whole new website which is what we want to 
do, find the person who’s going to do it. So it’s finally be there months and months before it looks a bit 
fresh up or alternatively get just this highest visited pages. 
 
Chantelle: The time and effort you’re going to spend getting these pages revamped to me like that’s a 
big job as it is. And then to kind of– the money you’re going to spend at the time and the time only to 
have to redo it again six months from now doesn’t– I’m feeling like I understand what you’re saying but I 
know that the look that you want to kind of bring to this is… 
 
Participant: So we’ve done it a little bit on our started pages so like the Latin Dance Starter or Tango 
Starter or Samba starter. We can the rounds of kind of what Kathy and I could do directly on to these 
pages and making you know the mobile friendly. 
 
Chantelle: Yeah, that’s good. 
 
Participant: This one I’ve actually got a fabulous feedback on to Kathy before but the Tango and the 
Samba one are a little bit better starter yet. 
 
Chantelle: Tango? 
 
Participant: I think so, yeah. Yeah, I just feel like it’s going to be past our biggest intake for the year. 
 
Chantelle: Not necessarily, not necessarily. I mean like I reckon 19th of September, if you kind of jump 
on this, when are you due again? 
 
Participant: Early December. 
 
Chantelle: Look, there’s a guy that he’s doing a bit of work for a few clients right now. And he’s very 
fast. His name is David Peter and super fast, super efficient, you know it’s kind of the layout. He’s doing 
a few clients so you’re going to know he’s my kind of style of the layout for the navigation and the kind of 
progression style. So look, I reckon that to be honest, it maybe possible, it might be just worth that 
reaching out to get a quote on how what the timeline for turnaround might be. 
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Participant: Hmm. 
 
Chantelle: For we kind of put the time and effort into this. 
 
Participant: Yeah. 
 
Chantelle: I’ll send you an email with his details because I think that might be just to– I mean you’re 
right, you and Kathy did this yourselves? 
 
Participant: Yeah, so we just played around with the layout a little bit more and made a bit more 
visual… 
 
Chantelle: More visual. 
 
Chantelle: Well, OK, so you’ve done those two and so the homepage is the kind of the big one. 
 
Participant: Yeah, but it’s a lot more coded it seemed. It’s as visual to change. It’s… 
 
Chantelle: And put them in. Like that’s, yeah. 
 
Participant: Yeah. We can do a little bit there ourselves but not a whole lot. Yeah. But that’s OK, I’ll… 
I’ll… yeah. 
 
Chantelle: I just want to save you time. I just want to… yeah. Because your coder, he’s on your team 
isn’t he? He’s kind of quite affordable. He’s not super expensive? 
 
Participant: No. 
 
Chantelle: Agency? 
 
Participant: Yeah. 
 
Chantelle: Ah, that’s right. 
 
Participant: Yeah. [Chuckle] It was one of those fun ones. 
 
Chantelle: Yeah, fun. Lots of fun, lots of fun. 
 
Participant: Hmmm. [Laughter] That’s right. 
 
Chantelle: It is possible to get a website kind of whipped up and out within a month really if you have 
someone kind of just doing it, getting it done. 
 
Participant: We have discovered out graphic designer also does websites which if he’s good, would be 
fabulous because he’s got the whole branding visual idea. 
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Chantelle: He knows… yeah. Oh my gosh, she– I love what he does so if he had that kind– we’ll just 
build up on the brand that is already created. 
 
Participant: Yeah. 
 
Chantelle: Let’s see what would be possible. I mean like yeah, let’s see if he can get this done. 
 
Participant: Yeah. 
 
Chantelle: The guy who did Beck’s site looks pretty good. Yup, so that’s another kind of a definitely 
another kind of option. He’s got the guys out there. All right everyone, well, you have the most beautiful 
week. Magic dust there you go. Jada. 
 
Participant: Thank you. 
 
Chantelle: Maybe you could, maybe Beck, would you be so kind and put the link into the group and just 
tag Jada so that we can have the link there and then I can put David’s link as well. One-on-one calls this 
week which will be wonderful. And I’m looking forward to seeing what happened in here if you’re kind of 
new sequels and I think we’re coming into holiday times so we go and we can just have a nice little 
breath and relax. 
 
So take care of yourselves. And thank you everyone and have a beautiful day, I’m just going to jump off 
a little bit early today because I’m just going to get a few little things in line before our first SEP call. So I 
hope you all signed up for that and come join me and work through this next version of SEP all brand 
new, do you like– hope you like the worksheets and things like that there. Let me show you the beautiful 
job of them. So everyone, take care and speak to you this week. Bye. 
 
Participant: Thank you. 
 
Chantelle: Bye. 
 
 


